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DIGITRADIO CD 2GO DAB+
Radio with CD-Player and
AUX, black
250228

75,00 €

Portable CD player with DAB+ radio

The DIGITRADIO CD 2GO is a portable MP3 player that also has the best DAB+ and FM radio reception on board. So
if you have a large CD collection at home and don't want to do without modern radio reception, this device is the
perfect choice. The DIGITRADIO CD 2GO plays all standard audio CDs.
Ten memory locations for favourites are available for DAB+ and FM. Thanks to its minimalist design, this portable MP3
player is very compact and easy to use. In addition, you can use the equaliser to manually adjust sound settings to
your taste.
The DIGITRADIO CD 2GO works with batteries as well as with a cable. The MP3 player is not affected by shocks
when walking or travelling. This is ensured by the so-called anti-shock function, which prevents playback from
interrupting during transport. Thanks to the resume function, the audio book or music album can be restarted at exactly
the right point.

DAB
DAB+ digital radio is noise-free radio with extremely robust reception. DAB+ contrasts the regionally limited FM
programme offering with many radio programmes broadcast nationwide in the best digital quality. In addition, there are
numerous regionally broadcast stations.

FM/ RDS
Receive classic FM radio stations in your reception area. Via RDS (Radio Data System) you also receive extended
programme information and alternative additional frequencies to the FM radio station you are listening to.

CD player with MP3 function
You can listen to your entire CD collection on the integrated CD player. The CD player supports classic audio CDs as
well as CD-R and CD-RW formats. In addition, you can also play MP3 CDs.

Equalizer
Manually control and adjust treble and bass to achieve an individual and optimal sound mix.

What's in the box

SRP 75,00 €

PRODUCT DETAILS

Colour
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    •  DIGITRADIO CD 2GO
    •  earphones
    •  external power cable
    •  Operating instructions

Specs

Product Attributes

Connections

Reception type: DAB

Radio frequency (FM) 87.5-108

Radio frequency (DAB/DAB+) 174-240

Automatic station search: true

Audio formats: WAV

Power

Power: Battery

Battery capacity: 600

Battery type: AA

Speakers

Channels: Stereo

Features

Presets: 10 DAB

Controls: On Device

Colour display: false

CD player: true

CD formats: CD-R

Dimensions and Weight

Product height: 14

Product width: 2.6

Product length: 14.1

Product weight: 0.233

EAN: 4019588039421

Manufacturer number: 0000/3942

Product weight: 0.27 kilograms
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